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Women, Violence and Tradition: Taking FGM and Other Practices to a Secular State is an
engaging compilation of research essays that discusses the compatibility of feminist
values with cultural and religious diversity in liberal and secular states. This is a long-lived
academic debate in which the confronting views are irreconcilably posed and to which
little can apparently still be added. Yet, Tamsin Bradley gathers young researchers who bring
fresh ideas to such a controversial issue. The authors mix ethnographic research with their
personal experience of navigating between two opposed shores: their traditional heritage and
the liberal values of the homeland where they have grown up. The volume gathers the experience
of migrant and minority women living in the United Kingdom: Somali women’s experiences
of female genital mutilation and traditional marriage; Zimbabwean women’s experiences of
domestic violence in their home country and in the diaspora; Bangladeshi Muslim women’s
experiences of divorce; Hindu Brahmin women’s perspectives on dowry and caste; and young
Muslim British women’s perspectives on female sexuality and marriage. The last chapter
describes advocacy strategies in cases of honour killing, forced marriage and dowry.
Researchers in the fields of feminism and gender studies, women’s rights, cultural and religious
diversity, and multiculturalism will benefit from reading this book. Policymakers and activists
will also learn from listening to the first-hand voices of black and minority women who are too
often depicted as unable to speak for themselves.

From a methodological point of view, the editor proposes ‘researching stories’ as an approach
to deal with the complexity of controversial traditional practices. The aim is to break the divide
between the researcher and the subject of study by allowing the storytellers to control the
research process. However, the researchers are not only story recipients, but also and foremost
those who choose the topic, select and collect the stories to be recorded, orient narrations
and, by writing, reinterpret them. Moreover, being insiders, the researchers had privileged
access to information provided by women within the community they also belong to. They show
themselves to be aware of their power as ethnographers and to be cautious about it, honestly
sharing their doubts and uneasiness in recording and retelling stories of the people they care
about. In line with standpoint epistemology, the book provides food for thought on a key
feminist concern: the power dynamics within research processes and the researcher
positionality. It is especially stimulating for those interested in qualitative methodology and
feminist ethnography.

While the book aspires to avoid an essentialist approach, I found the title to be misleading. It
undoubtedly includes catchy words like violence, tradition and FGM, but these invisibilise the
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voices—which are instead recorded in the book—of those who do not consider traditional practices as
a violation of their rights as women. In addition, the title does not reflect the story of contestation,
discomfort and empowerment the researchers go through, which in my opinion makes this volume
especially attractive.

Indeed, this book not only collects narratives on how traditional practices shape women’s lives in the
home country and how differently (if ever) they work in the United Kingdom, it also contains auto-
ethnographies. It gathers the authors’ reflections and personal experiences on the traditional practices
that are the object of their study, how they wish to challenge patriarchy, and maintain the positive
aspects of their cultural heritage. This volume is a testimony of their search for empowerment without
forsaking their multiple belonging. The meta-story of the book is the journey that the researchers go
through. The subject they choose, the issues they put together and the interpretation of the recorded
stories tell a lot about their struggle to (re)construct their identities. Through the research process,
they grow up in the awareness of the need to promote women’s rights within their communities—some
of the authors self-identify as feminists; others do not—while maintaining their cultural heritage. The
authors courageously expose themselves, share their stories, and in some cases stand against their
families and communities.

The intersectional approach is presented as a frame to ensure that culture and religion are not overly
represented as determining factors of gender-based violence. Yet, religion is described as perpetuating
symbols that work at the subconscious level and manifest in beliefs, practices and institutions profoundly
embedded in diasporic communities, and violence is depicted as a cross-cultural problem that is
inherently gendered. The (unresolvable?) tension between gender discrimination as a transcultural issue
and the intersectional perspective, which focuses on how gender is differently shaped by the interaction
with other systems of discrimination, is underlying.

In addition, differences among black and minority women could have been further explored through an
intersectional perspective. For instance, is being an undocumented migrant woman a differentiated
marginalizing factor? Which conditions distinguish first- and second-generation migrants? How does
citizenship or migrant status change their situation? To which extent does being a Hindu Brahmin or
Bangladeshi Muslim woman make a difference? How does being Somali or Zimbabwean differently affect
their situation in the United Kingdom?

Finally, the intersections of the different dimensions that generate each situation of submission, abuse
and violence would also need further development. For instance, it could be explored where class is,
and what is its meaning (if any) in the migration process. The focus on education and occupational
levels could be an alternative explicative factor of (dis)empowerment in a context, such as the
diaspora, where class can be blurred and intermeshed with migration status, ethnicity and postcolonial
power relations. Indeed, higher education is what made the authors able to speak loudly and write a
collective book about contentious issues that concern the community they belong to—to tell their
struggles, in their own terms.

This collective volume is foremost a story of empowerment of the researchers. They can finally
have their voices heard. They are the authors of a book with potential impact on future
research, policymaking and social practices. If anything, may this review serve as an invitation
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to the authors to advance their studies, further develop their research and propose new strategies
of action.
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